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Sonnier's Art Gallery in Scott or by calling him at 231-7204. Posters will also be available in Mr. Sonnier's exhibit booth in the Bayou Feud Festival in Municipal Auditorium and at U.S.P. Shirt's booth at the Music Festival in Gerard Park during the Festivals.

Official T-shirts with the same 5-color design as the poster will also be available.

Those who have purchased festival posters from Floyd in the past and would like to maintain their same number are urged to do so as soon as possible because of the low limited number of posters available.

This year's official poster depicts a theme of young Cajun musicians carrying down the traditional music of past generations.

Floyd Sonnier's silk screened poster is printed in five colors on 100% cotton rag paper and is limited to only 300 plus 35 Artist Proofs, each signed and numbered. The posters are available at Floyd (See SONNIER, Page 9).